Daniel Web-Builders and Marketing cc
WORK

Search Engine Optimization
What is SEO? Find Out Now
How Much Does Seo Cost?
Quick Contact: +2776 384 7379 / 084 261 7538 / 081 404 5139

Search engine optimization (SEO) is the process of
affecting the visibility of a website or a web page in
a search engine's "natural" or un-paid ("organic") search
results. In general, the earlier (or higher ranked on the
search results page), and more frequently a site appears
in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive
from the search engine's users.

For details, visit www.websitesoptimization.co.za

To Order Call: 1 800.000.0000
Daniel
Web-Builders and Marketing
1- Standard SEO Package: R500 per Month
We optimize your website once a week: we
check the position of your website
on Google (first priority), Yahoo and Bing and
fix any error report. You will receive a Monthly
report displaying the position of your website on
Google, Yahoo and Bing. Cancellation 30 days
prior written notice. ( You may also take an option of
"once off payment", pay only for one Month)

2- Intermediary SEO Package: R1000 per
Month We optimize your website twice a
week: we check the position of your website
on Google (first priority), Yahoo and Bing and
fix any error report. You will receive a Monthly
report displaying the position of your website on
Google, Yahoo and Bing.New: get and benefit
Google Places and Google + to increase the ranking
of your website Cancellation 30 days prior written
notice. ( You may also take an option of "once off
payment", pay only for one Month)
3-Full SEO Consulting : R1500 per Month
In this package, we work for 03 days a week
and you will receive a weekly report displaying the position of your website on
Google, Yahoo, Bing and Alexa.
Not only we customize your website, but we
make sure that each visitor takes an action.
4-Full Seo Consulting Plus: R2000 per Month

In this package, we work for 4 days a week
and you will receive a daily report displaying the
position of your website on Google, Yahoo,
Bing and Alexa.Not only we customize your
website, but we make sure that each visitor
takes an action

Where Can You Meet Us?
236, Victoria Street Corner Vooterkker Street, Community
Development Centre (Building), office number 6 and 7, first
Floor, from Monday to Friday: 9.am to 3.30pm.

Germiston—South Africa
Quick contact: +2784 261 7538 / 081 783 2302

How Do We Work?
You may not have time to come to visit us, if that is the
case, many of our clients do the following:

1- Read carefully this article
Pay before we start the work
Begin to see your website on Google, Yahoo and Bing

Daniel Web-Builders and Marketing
Daniel Web-Builders and Marketing
Cancellation 30 days prior written notice.
( You may also take an option of "once off payment", pay only for one Month)
Maintain your ranking position. Get more keywords for the Visibility of your website

KEYWORD CONTENT WRITING: R250 per page.
If there is a necessity to create a new content that will focus on a specific keyword per page to dominate on Google.
SEO consulting of high technique will help you:

Search engine optimization: www.websitesoptimization.co.za/
In general, the earlier (or higher ranked on the search results page), and more
frequently a site appears in the search results list, the more visitors it will receive
from the search engine's users.









find your customers’ intent, needs and pressing problems
identify their expectations from your business or website
decide how you will deliver value (on the landing page)
uncover areas of profitability
pick triggers that convert visitors into customers: LEAD GENERATION
personalize the experience for each visitor
New: get and benefit Google Places and Google +, Twitter, Facebook and
LinkedIn ( Landing Pages and Interactions with your website )



>>Free Google Ad words account and Campaign may be created on
demand. We reserve the right to create or not a Google Ad words account,
this depends on the status of your website.
Your website will then be listed both on Organic Search and Pay Per
Click ( when you directly pay Google ).SEO is a perfect investment for your
business marketing success, but this should not be Cost, it is an
investment: YOU PAY ONCE OFF FOR A LONG TIME.

For details, visit www.websitesoptimization.co.za
Quick Contact: +2776 384 7379 / 084 261 7538 / 081 404 5139

